Challah Kabbalah
The mystics explain that Hashem created the world
with a Divine purpose; for us to infuse creation with
spirituality and meaning.
This is the purpose of the soul’s journey into this
world. It is achieved by connecting our mundane
day-to-day activities with an awareness of Hashem
and the fulfilment of the Mitzvot.
The Mitzvah of Challah effects this in a very real
and tangible way. By separating a portion of our
dough as an offering to Hashem, we recognise that
He is the source of all the blessings in our lives.
Although we are only separating a small piece, the
entire dough becomes elevated. The bread baked
with the remainder becomes infused with holiness.
We ingest it and it becomes part of us.
Challah is a lesson for spiritual living. The Torah’s
term for “The first of your dough” is Reishit
Arisoteichem. Playing on the word Arisa, which also
means a bed, the Mitzvah of Challah asks us to
make a personal offering to Hashem as we rise
each morning - to give the first of our ‘rising’.
Life is like a Challah dough! Our lives have many
ingredients; work, relationships, recreation, study.
When we devote the start of each day to connect
spiritually to Hashem and get in touch with our
soul, we draw strength to elevate and infuse the
rest of our daily activities with holiness and deeper
meaning.

בס“ד

Segulah
Separating Challah is a powerful Mitzvah. This is a
sacred time, where a woman can offer her prayers
for herself, her family or anyone else she may have
in mind.
Some women will recite a standardised text. Others
choose to offer their own personal heartfelt prayer
in their own words.

Segulah literally means a treasure, but it is also
used to describe Mitzvot or customary practises
which are associated with spiritual or other benefits
and protection.

A recipe for blessing

Separating Challah is a known Segulah for having a
safe and easy childbirth. Many expecting mothers
will customarily separate Challah in their ninth
month of pregnancy. It is also considered a Segulah
for blessings for fertility and for finding a Shidduch.
In the Book of Ezekiel (44:30) it is written that separating Challah elicits blessings for general blessing
in the home, specifically for Parnassa - wealth.
A widespread and effective Segulah is having 40
women do the Mitzvah of Challah on the same day,
all having in mind a particular person (people) in
need of blessings for health, children, salvation etc.
The Mitzvah of Challah also helps us to strengthen
our faith in Hashem. It fortifies our Bitachon (trust)
that He will look after and provide for us and our
families with kindness, compassion and love.
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What is Challah
We all eat Challah on Shabbat and Yomtov, but
have you ever thought about what the name means
and where it comes from?
Challah is named after the special Mitzvah of
Hafrashat Challah - Separating a small part of each
dough that we make as an offering to Hashem.
It is one of the 613 Mitzvot and is found in the
Torah in the following verse;

The first portion of your kneading, you shall separate as
a dough offering (challah)... In all your generations, give
the first of your kneading as an elevated gift to G-d.
(Numbers 15:20-21)
Each time that we make a dough that meets the
criteria described within this brochure, we have the
opportunity to fulfil this special Mitzvah. Challah
and breads that you buy from a kosher bakery will
have had the Challah separated already.

Feminine Energy
Separating Challah is one of the three Mitzvot
which have been sacredly entrusted to the Jewish
woman, along with lighting Shabbat candles and
the laws of Family Purity.
As the pillar of her home, like the Matriarchs;
Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah, she is charged
with permeating her home and her family with radiance and spiritual connection.
Not only does she nourish her family’s bodies, she
feeds their souls. The Mitzvah of Challah reflects a
woman’s ability to transform the mundane into
meaningful, the material into spiritual.

Type of Dough
Challah is separated when making a dough of
wheat, barley, oats, rye or spelt flour. The dough
may be made with any liquid (water, juice, oil,
eggs) but should preferably contain even a small
amount of water to be able make the blessing.
If the dough contains less than 1.23kg of flour,
Challah is not separated. If the dough contains
more than 1.67kg of flour, Challah is separated
with a blessing. If between 1.23 - 1.67kg of flour is
used, Challah is separated without a blessing.
Challah is not only separated when baking Challah.
The Mitzvah applies to any dough - bread, babke,
cookie dough, etc.

How is it Done?
After the dough has been fully mixed, grasp a small
piece of the raw dough, approximately 30g, in your
hand. Before detaching it from the dough recite
the following blessing;

 אֲשֶר קִ ּדשָּ נּו,י אֱ ֹלקֵ ינּו מֶ לְֶך הָּעֹולָּם-בָּרּוְך אַ תָּה י
במִ צְֹותָּ יו ו ִצּוָּנּו ל ַהפ ְִריש ַחלָּה
Baruch atah Ado-nai Elo-heinu melech ha’olam asher
kid’shanu b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu l’hafrish challah
Blessed are you Hashem our G-d, King of the universe who has sanctified us with His commandments and commanded us to separate Challah
Pull off the dough and recite: Harei Zeh Challah,
this is Challah.

The Challah Piece
This piece of dough is now holy and cannot be
eaten. In Temple times the Challah would be given
to a Kohen (priest) who would eat it in a state of
purity.
Today the Challah is customarily burned until it is
no longer edible. It may then be discarded.
Place the Challah on a piece of foil on the rack of
your oven or grill and bake until it is burnt. This
should be done when nothing else is in the oven.
Alternatively the Challah may be burned over an
open flame e.g. the stove.

Some More Detail
 If the dough is made in smaller batches (e.g. if

the mixer has a small capacity), multiple doughs
can be put together and Challah can be separated (if they are the same type of dough).
 If you forgot to separate Challah from the

dough, it may still be separated from the fully
baked loaves. Place all of the loaves in one box
covered with a cloth and separate a piece from
one of the loaves as Challah.
 Challah may not be separated on Shabbat. If

you forgot and you live outside of Israel do the
following; a piece of the Shabbat Challah should
be left and designated as Challah. It should be
burned after Shabbat, but no blessing is made.
 If the Challah dough is divided and only part of

it will be baked that day (e.g. if you are freezing
half of the batch for next week), Challah should
still be separated but the blessing should not be
recited.

